
Announcement regarding ADV.SOUND (ADVANCED Sound Group) and its affiliated company 
Intesa Global Limited 

With heavy heart, we, at AAW – Advanced AcousticWekres, are announcing the termination of the 
collaboration with ADV.SOUND (ADVANCED Sound Group/ADVSOUND, Inc.) and its affiliated 
company Intesa Global Limited, effective immediately. 

We had the pleasure of initiating the Kickstarter Campaign for the beloved Accessport Digital 
Amplifier, which started the relationship with the aforementioned companies. AAW have taken full 
lead in research, development and production in both hardware and software for Accessport, with 
all activities fully financed by ourselves. ADV.SOUND contributed only in marketing and Kickstarter 
campaign management. In the eventual fulfillment process, AAW has financed and fulfilled the 
logistics for all overseas backers and ADV.SOUND fulfilled the US continent backers. 

Since the successful funding of the Kickstarter campaign on 20 Jan 2017, ADV.SOUND and its 
affiliated company Intesa Global Limited have been holding the entire funding and delayed payment 
to AAW, which AAW needed to cover the cost for R&D and production. The initial campaign 
agreement depicted a 50/50 share of the profit, it was also withheld on the ground of financial 
difficulties at ADV.SOUND. 

For the spirit of the collaboration, AAW has graciously extended the payment term and taken on 
several other smaller projects for ADV.SOUND in the hope that they can turn things around to fulfil 
its contractual obligations. To our disappointment, after 22months of waiting, ADV.SOUND had only 
made two $1,000 “token payments” and suggested to fulfil remaining balance payment over 
another 3 years span, while denying making any profits on the Kickstarter campaign and thereafter 
denying any profit promised to AAW. In the meantime AAW has invested heavily in the development 
Type C variant of Accessport, however in the sight of  ADV.SOUND's inability to make payment, such 
project was abandoned and backer pledges cancelled. 

After AAW suspended shipping of other smaller projects to ADV.SOUND, Mr. Peter Yoon of 
ADVSOUND, Inc. and its affiliated company Intesa Global Limited informed us he would no longer 
honour the payment obligation to AAW as of 23rd Nov 2018. We, at AAW, deemed this is 
unacceptable and unprofessional behaviour and will seek legal action against ADV.SOUND 
(ADVANCED Sound Group/ADVSOUND, Inc.) and its affiliated company Intesa Global Limited. 

With much regret we must announce that with the termination of this collaboration and given the 
fact that we only received a feeble percentage of the total funding, we will no longer be able to 
support any warranty claims for Accessport purchased through the Kickstarter Campaign, ADV 
Sound website and any of its distribution channels. Since we have suspended shipping of new 
Accessport units to ADV Sound, all customers should seek refund, damages and compensations from 
ADVSOUND, Inc. and its affiliated company Intesa Global Limited. In the meantime, AAW will 
continue to honour warranty for units purchased on our website and any AAW distributors. 
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